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Adult are returning to school in ever-larger num
bers. In 1989, about 5.5 million Americans aged
25 or older were enrolled in for-credit studies in
the nation's schools, community colleges, and insti
tutions ofhigher learning. In Virginia, the esti
mated number is 160,000.

Adults a e major consumers ofeducation,
and their goals are consistent with those oftoday's
educators and employers-to prepare for a highly
technological work place, to enhance job-related
skills, to move from the welfare rolls to indepen
dence. In fact, the old image ofadult education
providing leisure-oriented courses for those with
the time, liberty, and money to take advantage of
them-is considerably outdated. The goals ofmost
adult students are, above all, practical.

In the third phase ofa comprehensive study
of training and education for adults in Virgin
ia, the Virginia Occupational Information Sys
tem surveyed nearly 1,000 of these students
adults who had returned to school after working,
looking for work, or taking care offamily. Their
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responses told us about who they are, what they
were doing before they returned to school, what
they hope to achieve, how they chose their schools,
what they were studying, and what problems they
encountered.

Ie SAMPLE
Our survey respondents included adult students
at several kinds of educational institutions, in
cluding public secondary and vocational-technical
schools, community and four-year colleges and
universities, and private career schools. Although
the sample of 940 adult students was not chosen
randomly (see page 8), it is nonetheless suffi
ciently large and various to suggest a number of
important characteristics of adult students in the
Commonwealth, and was similar in many ways
to Virginia's adult population as a whole.

Gender & Race. The over-representation
of black women was one of the sample's striking
characteristics. While the proportions ofwhite
men, white women, and black men match the
adult population in Virginia fairly well, the pro
portion in black women in the sample was twice
that of the adult population. Nationally, more
adult women than men return to school, and
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Table 1.
Adult Population Demographics

Virginia Our Sample

Males .
White .
Black .
Other .

Females ..
White .
Black .
Other .

49.2%
37.6

8.1
1.8

50.8
38.2
9.0
1.9

41.20/0
32.7

7.2
1.4

58.8
39.2
17.5

2.1

Table 2.
Work & School Schedules, by Age

Working In school

Not part- full- part- full-
working time time time time

Under 25 ........ 35.5% 31.40/0 32.8% 39.5% 60.5%
25-39 ............ 29.5 12.9 57.3 63.0 37.0
40-54 ............ 23.4 11.2 65.4 74.6 25.4
55 and over .... 39.5 11.6 48.8 83.7 16.3

black women return in roughly double the numbers
of black men. In our sample, enrollments of white
men and women do not differ as much as they do at
the national level. Enrollment of black adults fol
lows the-national pattern more closely; blac women
outnumber black men by more than 2 to 1. This gen
der disparity in black enrollments is not unique to
our sample. In Virginia higher education as a whole,
almost twice as many black females enroll in school
as black males.

While the white students in our sample at
tended all types of institutions in roughly equal pro
portions, over two-thirds of black students we sur
veyed were enrolled in private career schools or
community colleges. It is surprising that 42 percent
of black students-more than twice the percentage
among whites-attended private career schools, since
they tend to be more expensive than community col
leges. Several factors may account for this. Private
career schools are almost exclusively located in areas
that tend to have large concentrations ofblack popu
lation. Usually they advertise far more aggressively
than public institutions and frequently stress their
ability to make people employable. In addition, their
advertised connections with the private sector and
their lack of connection to public education prob
ably serve to enhance their attractiveness and cred
ibility for prospective students who do not feel that
they were well served by the public schools.

Age. The students in the sample ranged from
young people coming back to school to finish a high

Table 3.
Education & Work Status, by Race

school diploma just a year or so after dropping out
to older people who are taking classes in their retire
ment. The majority, however, were between the ages
of 25 and 39, a distribution once again typical of adult
student .nalio.nally.

Although about a third of the adult students
in their early 20S worked full-time, in most other ways
they resemble their peers who have never left school.
Most were full-time students, and were still gener
ally oriented toward their parental families; for the
most part they were unmarried and had no children
of their own. They were more likely than older stu
dents to say that they had returned to school to make
their families proud of them, that their education was
paid for by relatives, and that they had chosen schools
that their families and counselors recommended.

Students 25 and older more closely resembled
independent adults. Most were married with families
and full-time jobs; very few had relatives paying for
their schooling. Students in the prime working years
between 25 and 55 tended to work full-time while at
tending school part-time. Students 55 and older were
less likely than any other age group to be working,
but most who were working did so full-time. They
were also the most likely to attend school part-time.

Education & Employment. Although prior
educational attainment ranged from less than high
school to PhDs, the majority of the students in our
sample had high school diplomas or some college.
Students under 25 and over 55 were most likely not
to have finished high school. However, the older adults

Total employed White employed Black employed

2

Less than high school .
High school .
Some college .
Associate degree .
Bachelor degree ..
Postgraduate .

Total .

Number Percent

80 46.5%
236 71.3
193 72.3

24 77.4
80 89.9
38 86.4

651 69.6

Number

45
180
140

22
71
35

493

Percent

49.5%
73.8
74.7
75.9
91.0
85.4

73.5

Number

30
45
47
2
5
3

132

Percent

40.5%
60.8
67.1

100.0
100.0
100.0

57.6
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NOTE: Because people could list more than one activity, percents will
not add up to 100.

IE OUT OF SCHOOL
Students who leave school seldom return before at
least 5years have elapsed. In fact, almost two-thirds
of the student in our sample said that they had been
out ofschool for 5years or more, and some had been
out for over 30 years. Only 9 percent of the students
had come back to school after less than I year away;
almost all were young people who had taken a year
off to work before entering or finishing college.

Young Americans take a relatively long time to
settle down to a career after leaving school. Usually
they begin by orking part-time in low-paying tem
porary jobs, change jobs frequently, and move in and
out ofschool before finally settling down to a stable
career. In our sample, just over half the students

were generally better educated than the younger adults
and, according to 1990 census data on years ofschool
completed, much better educated than the general
population. Moreover, the older the student, the more
education he or she was likely to have had. Students
with a postgra uate degree, for example, rose from 10

percent for those aged 40-54 to 22 percent for those
over 55.

As in the general population, educational level
and employment status are closely related. Fewer than
half the students who dropped out ofhigh school have
a job, compared to over 70 percent ofthose who grad
uated from high school and almost 90 percent of
those with a college degree. Because black students
are far more likely than whites to have low levels of
educational attainment, they are far less likely to be
working, both before and during their student years.
Those who had jobs were more likely than their
white peers to work in low-paying service, sales, semi
skilled, or uns illed jobs. Black students with high
levels ofeducation were more likely than their white
peers to be employed, but the number of blacks in
our sample with college degrees is very small.

Table 4.
Working Patterns
Before Returning to School, by Age

The proportion of

black women in our

sample was twice

that in Virginia's

adult population,

and black women

outnumbered black

men by more than

2 to 1.

~STUDENTSRETURN
In view of the current recession, we expected to find
a considerable number ofstudents returning to school
because they had been laid off. But this was true for
only 33 out of 940, too small a number to analyze.
Instead, most students returned to school either to
find a new job or to seek advancement by qualifying
for a promotion, enhancing job-related skills, or learn
ing new ones. Some students also returned for other
reasons not explicitly linked to work-for personal
enrichment, to learn skills required for daily living, to
make their family proud, or to feel better about them
selves. These reasons are not always mutually exclu
sive. Many ofthose who sought new jobs or advance
ment in their careers had non-occupational reasons
for returning as well.

New jobs. Most ofthose who returned to school
to prepare for new jobs did not have settled careers.
They were likely not to have been in the labor force
at all or to have worked in sales, service, or other low
skilled jobs. Students with no education beyond high
school were twice as likely as those with college de
grees to say that they had returned to seek a new job.

However, education and occupation were not
the only factors that differentiated students who sought
new jobs from those who did not. Regardless of their
backgrounds, women and blacks were far more likely
than men and whites to want new jobs (rather than to

under 25 had worked full-time while they were out
ofschool. In contrast, roughly 80 percent ofthose over
25 had worked full-time before returning to school.

Education and race, in addition to affecting
students' current working status, also affect what stu
dents had done before returning to school. Almost
25 percent of those with less than a high school edu
cation had been looking for work, a proportion much
higher than for any other education level. For those
without high school diplomas, the proportion working
part-time was also high, falling dramatically with in
creasing education. Black students were more likely
than their white counterparts to have been looking
for work and to have worked part-time.

Our sample included very few women who
had returned to school after careers as mothers and
homemakers, even though this group has received con
siderable attention in past years. The number ofpeople
who were taking care of family but not working or
looking for work was small-only II percent of the
women (and none of the men). The trend ofhome
makers going back to school appears to have dimin
ished, probably because women from generations that
expected them to stay home after marriage have now
aged beyond the prime years for returning to school.

22.4%
7.4

11.2
11.4

Not
working

20.7%
9.5
3.3
4.8

29.9%
15.5
13.7
16.7

54.4%
80.8
79.2
83.3

Working Working Looking
full-time part-time for work

Under 25 .
25-39 .
40-54 .
55 and older .
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Table 5.
Motivation for Returning to School,
by Education, Occupation, Gender, & Race

New Career Other
job advancement reasons

Education
Less than high school ... 50.6% 11.6% 37.8%
High school ................... 61.6 19.3 19.0
Some college ................ 55.0 24.5 20.4
Associate degree ........... 41.9 29.0 29.0
Bachelor degree ............ 28.1 37.1 34.8
Postg rad uate ................. 34.1 36.4 29.5

Occupation
None ............................. 66.3 6.2 27.5
Managerial .................... 34.8 43.5 21.7
Professional .................. 39.4 29.6 31.0
Technical ....................... 24.2 60.6 15.2
Clerical .......................... 44.2 35.4 20.4
Sales ............................. 50.8 12.3 36.9
Service .......................... 58.6 10.8 30.6
Skilled ........................... 41.5 43.0 15.6
Semi-skilled .................. 61.7 17.0 21.3
Unskilled ....................... 57.9 10.5 31.6

Gender & Race
White males .................. 40.5 32.0 27.5
White females ............... 54.2 21.0 24.8
Black males ................... 59.7 14.9 25.4
Black females ................ 70.7 9.1 20.1

seek advancement from positions they already held).
For female and black students-many ofwhom work
in clerical, service, and retail jobs where opportunities
for promotion are relatively rare-new jobs may pro
vide the only path for advancement.

Students were preparing for many different
new jobs, but they had generally high occupational
aspirations. Thirty-five percent were seeking jobs as
managers or professionals: manager, teacher, regis
tered nurse, and accountant were the job titles men
tioned most often. Another 21 percent wanted clerical
jobs; 19 percent sought jobs in the skilled trades, and
the remainder planned to look for work in technical
or service jobs.

Career advancement. Almost all of those stu
dents who returned to school to advance in their jobs
or careers were aged 25-54. They were more likely
than average to be white and male and tended to
work in white-collar, technical, and skilled jobs. They
were also much more likely to have a college degree
than those seeking a new job. In school, they took
courses directly related to the occupation in which
they worked.

Because they were older, students motivated
by the desire for career advancement often had family
commitments that conflicted with work and school.
Some said that it was hard to go back after spending
so much time away from school. But generally they
were more settled and less harried than students seeking
new jobs, particularly if their education was financed
by their employers.

Students seeking career advancement were, in
fact, considerably more likely than others to be em
ployer-financed. Since employer funding is likely to
be accompanied by other kinds of employer support,
these students were spared the conflict between work
and school that plagued some of those seeking new
jobs. They had fewer problems taking time offfrom
work for education. Those who were paying for their
own education were likely to have better-paying jobs,
resulting in fewer difficulties finding the money for
tuition or books.

Other reasons. Many adult students also had
personal reasons for their return, indicating that "edu
cation is important," that it would help them "feel
better about themselves," and that they wanted to
"learn general skills that would help them in their
daily lives." A few returned simply because they had
been sent by social services or other agencies.

Students of both genders and all races returned
for personal reasons. They came from all kinds of
educational and occupational backgrounds but were
much more likely to be over age 55 than the other
students, an age group in which many people have
more leisure time for study and are beginning to
turn their thoughts away from work and toward
retirement.

GOOSING A SCHOOL
Adult students are busy people. Unlike younger stu
dents, their lives are filled with other commitments.
The majority juggle family and full-time jobs along
with schooling. As a result, the need to husband and
manage time significantly influences adults' choice
of schools. Adults do not choose schools because of
their attractive campuses, student activities, or even,
by and large, because of their cost or the quality of
their educational programs. Instead, more than 70
percent of the students in our sample said they chose
their school because ofits convenient location, its con
venient class times, or both. Convenience is so im
portant to adults that, without a program compat
ible with their schedule, most will probably not attend
school at all.

Other factors were also important, however.
Recommendations from family, friends, and counse
lors influenced the choices of younger students. The
school's general reputation was important for students
at four-year colleges and universities. While low fees
were important for more than half of those attend
ing community college, they were mentioned by only
29 percent of the sample overall. Sixteen percent had
their choice dictated by someone else, either an em
ployer or public agency that was paying for their
education.
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Table 6.
Traditional Fields of Study, by Gender

ENG FOR SCHOOL
For students in our sample, the most common ways
to pay for education were through grants or loans,
self-financing, or employer-financing.

The majority of students with grants or loans
were attending private career schools. They were much
less likely than those who were paying their own fees
to say that school costs influenced their choice of :
school, even though fees at these schools are high and
loans would eventually have to be repaid. One reason
may be that private career schools prepare students
for relatively skilled and comparatively well-paid jobs,
and they emphasize their capacity for job placement

Programs that are gender-traditional for women
include health, education, and clerical studies; for
men, skilled trades, computers, and engineering. Other
fields, like business and liberal arts, are gender-neutral.
Among students of both genders, about half were
enrolled in gender-traditional programs; over a third
were enrolled in gender-neutral fields, particularly
adult basic education and GED preparation programs.
Only II or 12 percent were studying in fields tradi
tional for the opposite gender.

These choices are understandable, since so many
students are taking courses related to the field in which
they already work, and most students were already
working in occupations traditional to their genders.
But they do not speak well for the success of recent
efforts that seek to encourage women to enter more
highly skilled, better-paying, traditionally male
occupations.

Gender
Gender Non- Gender

Traditional traditional Neutral

Women who worked

in a traditionally

male occupation

were twice as likely

as those working in

traditionally female

occupations to have

their education

financed by their

employers.

35.5%
36.1

36.0

10.70/0
12.0

11.0

53.8%
51.9

53.0

Female .
Male .

Total .

ELDOFSTUDY
Of the students in our sample, 65 percent were tak
ing classes in four subject areas-clerical studies, busi
ness an rna agement, s . ed tra es, and ABE or GED

preparation-out of a possible ten included in our
sample. The remainder were studying in a range of
fields, including computer science, corrections, edu
cation, engineering, health, and liberal arts.

DeGREES & CERTIFICATION
Over 75 percent of the students in our sample were
studying for a formal credential-a high school equiv
alency (GED) or other certificate, diploma, or higher
degree. This proportion was even higher among stu
dents intending to seek new jobs, presumably because
they were aware of the importance of such creden
tials for hiring and setting pay scales. There may also
be an additional explanation: in a previous phase of
the study, educators suggested that many adults seek
a degree for its own sake, as a formal acknowledg
ment and assurance of their own capacities.

Only two types of students were not generally
seeking formal certificates or degrees. The first and
larger group was made up of students taking classes
solely for personal enrichment-word-processing,
first aid, boating safety, or comparative literature, for
example. The second group was employer-funded and
taking single courses directly related to their work.

Generally speaking, white students in our sample
enrolled in programs that are an educational 'step'
higher than those in which black students enrolled.
Black students prepared for the high school equiv
alency (GED) examination or pursued adult basic edu
cation (ABE), certificate programs, and associate de
grees in fairly large numbers; very few, however, were
studying for a bachelor or graduate degree. Few white
students, on the other hand, enrolled in ABE or GED

programs. Instead, they pursued certificate programs,
associate degrees and, to a lesser extent, bachelor
and graduate degrees. This reflects the racial dis
parity in previous educational level.

Table 7.
How Students Pay for Their Education, by Type of School Attended

Vocational- Private Four-year
Public Technical JTPA Community Career college or

Total School School program College School university

Got grant or loan .............. 26.7% 4.8% 0.0% 5.6% 20.7% 60.7% 8.1 0
/ 0

Paid myself ...................... 24.2 33.5 20.0 1.6 16.7 8.2 20.0
Employer paid .................. 23.1 16.4 63.6 20.9 15.8 12.8 40.0
Took free course .............. 8.0 15.8 0.8 19.8 18.6 0.0 1.6
Other source .................... 20.5 17.4 4.4 25.7 24.0 21.9 6.6 . 5
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upon graduation. Students may thus believe that they
will be well able to payoff their education-incurred
debt with relative ease (though in the case ofless repu
table schools that may not live up to their promises,
this outcome may be doubtful).

Students who paid for their own education were
most likely to take non-credit classes-most com
monly offered by public schools-and more likely than
students with grants or loans to pursue a bachelor's or
higher degree. They were more likely than any oth
ers to say that costs influenced their choice ofschool,
and to have problems finding the money to pay for
fees and expenses.

The majority of students taking employer
funded classes were attending vocational-technical
schools, many ofwhich make special ffor s 0 ro
vide courses specifically designed for local businesses.
Most employer-financed students studied skilled
trades, business or professional subjects, though em
ployers occasionally paid for other kinds of courses
including remedial and basic education.

Men were more likely than women to benefit
from employer-financed training and education. This
finding reflects continuing gender segregation in the
workplace, since employers have traditionally been
most willing to invest in employee training in the
traditionally male skilled craft and technical fields.
In fact, women who worked in a traditionally male
occupation were twice as likely as those working in
traditionally female occupations to have their educa
tion financed by their employers. This occupational
factor does not account for all of the differences be
tween men and women, however. Regardless oftheir
occupation, employers were more likely to pay for the
education ofmale students than for female students.
For example, among students currently working in
traditionally female occupations, employers paid for
the education of 21 percent of the men, but only 13

percent of the women. Although we do not have sur
vey data on the positions that students held within
their occupations, some ofthis discrepancy can prob
ably be accounted for by the tendency ofmen in such
occupations to rise quickly to higher-level positions,
like clerical supervisor or nursing administrator.

BBLEMS
In our sample, 80 percent of all students reported en
countering at least one problem with going back to
school. However, the most prevalent problems related
to their busy lives-not having enough time for home
work, feeling overwhelmed, and dealing with fam
ily commitments-rather than issues directly related
to the school they were attending.

Table 8.
Adult Students' Problems

Not enough time to study or do homework 41.7%
I feel overwhelmed-there are too many things

going on in my life 23.9
Other family commitments 23.2
No problems reported.......... 20.5
I am afraid that I will not be able to do well............. 20.4
It's hard to get back into being in school................ 20.3
Getting time off from work;

rescheduling my job 15.7
Not enough money for tuition, books, & fees 13.1
Long commute 10.6
Finding care for the children 10.2
The schoolwork is more difficult

than I thought it would be 7.6
Hard to find parking.. 6.8
Financial aid, counseling, & other offices

have inconvenient hours 4.4
Other problems 4.4
Library, bookstore, etc.

have inconvenient hours 4.0
As an older person, I feel out of place.. 3.9
Instructor's office or advising hours

are at bad times 3.9
No public transportation 3.6

Since a high percentage ofthe students were not
paying their own way, it is not surprising that finan
cial problems were not commonly cited by the sample
as a whole. However, the incidence of such problems
tended to increase with the level at which courses were
being taken. Over 20 percent ofall students in com
munity colleges reported finances as a problem; at the
four-year college and university levels, this propor
tion rose to 31 percent.

Women were somewhat more likely to report
problems than men. In general, however, men and
women have the same types ofproblems. Predictably,
the women in our sample reported more often than
men that finding child care was a problem-even
though it was a problem for only 14 percent of the
women.

The problems ofworking and non-working stu
dents differed more than the problems ofmen and
women. Working students had trouble getting time
offfrom work, were much more likely to have insuffi
cient time for homework, found parking at school
to be difficult, and tended to more often feel over
whelmed. Non-working students experienced prob
lems more often associated with the basic needs of
child care and transportation, as well as with issues
of self esteem such as worrying that they would not
do well.

Curiously enough, better-educated people and
those with better jobs reported more problems than
students with fewer advantages, and whites reported
more problems than blacks. Students who had not
graduated from high school reported an average of2.4
problems each, compared to 3.4 problems for those
with bachelor's and higher degrees. Among single
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women we found that single black mothers were less
likely to complain than any other group. They men
tioned an average of 2.2 problems each while white
single mothers mentioned 3.4 problems each.

These differences may well be the result ofvary
ing perceptions. People who begin with fewer advan
tages may simply have lower expectations; accus
tomed as they are to facing a multitude ofproblems,
the ones they encounter in the school setting may
seem hardly worth mentioning.

CNCLUSIONS
As the educators in our study told us, adults are usu
ally a "joy to teach" because they are committed to
their work and focused on their goals. If the students
in our sample are typical-and we believe they are
this perception is accurate. Adults are taking courses
that are practical and related to improving their skills
in the workplace. Their goals-becoming literate,
getting a high school equivalency certificate, improv
ing and updating skills, learning new ones, seeking to
be self-supporting-are consistent with those ofboth
the Commonwealth and their employers.

The systems designed to serve adult students are
working. Financial help is available, both from public
funds and employers. Students mention few problems
with the educational system per se; most, in fact, have
no complaints about either the quality of the educa
tion or the services they are receiving. The system has
problems, but educators perceive more of them than
students do, and that is probably the way it should be.

Although adult students in Virginia are doing
well, their success does not come easily. Most juggle
classes with work and family, and their greatest dif
ficulties revolve around managing insufficient time
and multiple ommitments. This is an area where both
educators and employers could make a difference. Em
ployers could grant time off for schooling, or allow
more flexible work schedules. Educators in these insti
tutions already try to schedule courses at convenient
times and locations; as our sample indicated, this is
the most important factor to adults when choosing
their schools. Since adult students' greatest complaint
was insufficient time for homework, however, this too
may need more attention from educators. If, for ex
ample, a student needs to use facilities at the school
for completing homework (like a computer or library),
perhaps the in tructor should schedule some class time
for accomplishing this.

Although surprisingly few ofthe students in our
sample reported problems with child care, transporta
tion, funding, and other basic issues, we do not be
lieve these i sues are irrelevant to adults seeking edu
cation. On the contrary, it may be that these problems

are so important (unlike no time for homework) that
adults who cannot solve them cannot return to school.

Who are the adults who do not come back?
First, the adults who are not in school are much more
likely to be male than female. Twenty years ago, more
adult men than women were enrolled in school, but
this trend has reversed and now women outnumber
men. For example, in 1970, there were 10 women aged
25 and over enrolled in college for every 17 men. In
1990 there were 10 women for every 7 men. This rela
tive decline in male enrollment suggests that men may
need specialized assistance in returning to study, simi
lar to what schools and colleges have been providing
for women. This issue is particularly acute for black
men: the disparity between black male and female en
rollments is even greater than the disparity between
those of white males and females.

Second, the adults who are not in school are
Virginia's under-educated. According to nationwide
studies, the more education people have, the more
likely they are to return to school later in life. This
fact was evident in our sample. People who had more
education to begin with were more likely to return
for further education throughout their lives, whether
to find new jobs, advance in their present ones, or
simply to learn more than they already know. Our
sample suggested that if less well-educated people do
not return to school by the time they are 25, they are
unlikely to return again.

Third, they are employed in low-wage jobs.
These adults hold the kinds of jobs for which most
employers do not support training, skills enhance
ment, or other kinds ofeducation-unskilled, semi
skilled, and entry-level service and sales jobs. As our
study confirmed, workers in these kinds ofjobs find it
more difficult to get time off and to pay their own
costs; their efforts to improve their education are sel
dom rewarded on the job. As some employers told us,
they sometimes discourage further education for this
level ofemployee, since good workers who go back to
school may develop aspirations that motivate them
to seek better jobs for higher pay.

Dnfortunately, in the next few years adult edu
cators may be hard pressed to serve even those adults
who can return to school without special assistance.
Demographic change is not working to favor adult
education. During the I980s, educational programs
aimed at adults grew dramatically and enrollments
boomed. However, these programs will soon be en
tering a more difficult period. According to the latest
projections, the population of Virginia's children in
grades K-I2 will increase by approximately 20 per
cent during the next 10 years, placing heavy demand
on funds available for education. At the same time,
the number of adults in the prime adult education
years of 25 -45 will decline.

Our sample

suggested that if

less well-educated

people do not

return to school

by the time they are

25, they are unlikely

to return again.
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About the Study

In 1990 the Virginia Occupational Information
Coordinating Committee funded athree-part study
of education and training for adults in Virginia, to be
carried out by the Virginia Occupational Information
System (VOIS) at the University of Virginia's Center
for Public Service. The first two phases of the study
interviewed employers and educators and were
summarized in previous issues of this News Letter.

In the final phase of the stUdy, roughly 1,800
questionnaires were sent to cooperating educators
for distribution to adult students-those who had
returned to school after being out for a time,

In addition, educators of the young, following
the lead ofadult education, are redesigning their pro
grams to be more responsive to the workplace. Inno
vative programs such as the T ech-Prep initiative will
funnel greatly increased numbers of traditional-age
students into community colleges, apprenticeship
programs, and other areas that currently concentrate
on adults. In addition to imposing further burdens
on already-strained resources-including space and
personnel, as well as money-increasing numbers
of young, single students will also place demands on
these institutions to provide services and facilities
that are neither required nor particularly desired by
adult students.

Adult programs have always been marginal in
our education system, and educators involved in these
programs have seldom been accorded the prestige

working, looking for work, or raising a family-in
20 schools and colleges across the state. Wherever
possible, the questionnaires were filled out in class,
but students returned them directly to VOIS in
stamped, preaddressed envelopes.

To allow for distribution problems, instructors
received more questionnaires than were needed for
each class. Consequently, the number that actually
reached students is unknown. However, 983 ques
tionnaires were returned; 43 were discarded because
they had been filled out by respondents who did not
fit the study's definition of adult students.

granted to traditional and purely academic education.
When the baby boom rs gra a rom 0 eg n
were replaced by the smaller generations of the baby
bust, educators found it rewarding to recruit adult
students. When the bust generation is followed in
turn by the baby boom echo, and when the atten
tion of the nation, the state, and localities is focused
on education in the K-I2 years, competition for funds
will increase still further. And in a time of recession,
government support, student loans, and grants are not
the only funds that are short. Employers too are cut
ting back on benefits-including educational ones
as well as employer-financed training opportunities.
As a result, educators involved with adult-oriented
programs will need to prepare now if they are to keep
these sorely-needed and successful programs intact.
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